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of the defects, 76
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77
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Software design, 1, 5, 639
current frontier technology, 640
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top-down design, 640
current practice, 640
requirements/design dilemma, 639
trends, 643
Software design specification and review, 5
Software development environment for
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Software engineering database, 108
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current frontier technology, 651
current practice, 650
scope of, 649
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Software management and integrated approaches, 652
current frontier technology, 653
current practice, 652
trends, 655
Software-model-clash spiderweb, 743, 744
avoiding, 746
clash of models: MasterNet, 745
model clashes, 743
Software process, 315
emerging extensions, 499
Software process models, 345
code-and-fix model, 346
evolution of, 346
evolutionary development model, 348
stagewise models, 346
transform model, 349
waterfall models, 346
Software product value chain, 159
Software productivity, 157
analyzing, 157
ranges, 157
Software productivity improvement opportunity tree, 161
building simpler products, 168
eliminating rework, 165
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facilities, 162
front-end aids, 165
getting the best from people, 161
improved process models, 166
information hiding and other modern programming practices, 165
knowledge-based software assistants, 165
making steps more efficient, 164
management, 163
modern programming practices and Ada, 166
rapid prototyping, 167
reusing components, 169
staffing, 162
Software productivity system (SPS) requirements analysis, 245
1980 Software Productivity Study, 246
architecture and components, 252
corporate motivating factors, 246
experience supporting other projects, 263
general utilities, 257
hardware, 253
master project database, 254
office automation and project support, 259
project experience, 262
software, 256
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usage measurement, 264
work environment, 253
Software productivity trends, 171
Software productivity–quality interactions, 156
Software product-line management, 369
feasibility rationale, 372
IOC, 374
LCO/LCA: distinguishing features, 373
life-cycle architecture, 373
life-cycle objectives, 370
life-cycle plan, 372
operational concept, 370
system and software architecture, 372
system requirements, 372
top-level system objectives, 370
transitions, 375
Software project risk assessment, 1
Software quality, 1, 37
code, 40
requirements and design phases, 39
Software quality decision points, 22
checking for compliance with quality specifications, 22
making proper design trade-offs between development costs and operational costs, 22
preparing the quality specifications for a software product, 22
software package selection, 22
Software quality evaluation, 24
Software quiz, 110
Software R&D investment policy research framework, 199
Software reliability and certification, 104
problem symptoms, 104
technical problems, 105
Software responsiveness, 103
Software reuse, 179
pitfalls, 180
resources, 181
reuse works, 180
success factors, 181
Software risk management, 383
avoiding disasters, 405
avoiding overkill, 406
avoiding rework, 405
basic concepts, 388
fundamental concepts, 408, 411
generic and project-specific risks, 415
implementing, 399
primary risk reduction options, 409
principles and practices, 387
risk analysis and prioritization, 394
risk exposure, 411
risk-identification checklists, 392
risk management, 390
risk-management planning, 396
risk reduction leverage (RRL), 413
risk resolution and monitoring, 397
stimulating win–win situations, 407
typical risk-management situation, 408
UniWord Project, 416
using risk exposure to prioritize risk items, 413
what is software risk management?, 403
why is software risk management important?, 405
Software size and complexity metrics, 141
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Software structuring, 5
Software testing and reliability, 644
current frontier technology, 645
automated aids, 646
fault-tolerance, 648
program proving (program verification), 648
software error data, 645
software reliability models and phenomenology, 645
symbolic execution, 647
test sufficiency and program proving, 647
current practice, 644
trends, 649
Software tools, 227
Spiral acquisition of software-intensive systems of systems, 615
risks and challenges, 616
software benefits for transformational systems, 615
Top 10 SISOS risks and spiral mitigation strategies, 619
achievable software schedules, 620
acquisition management and staffing, 619
adaptation to rapid change, 623
external interoperability, 624
product integration and electronic upgrade, 623
requirements/architecture feasibility, 620
software COTS and reuse feasibility, 624
software quality factor achievability, 623
supplier integration, 622
technology readiness, 625
WinWin spiral model overview, 617
Spiral model, 315
Spiral model of software development and enhancement, 345
Spiral model of the software process, 349
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detailed design go-back, 357
difficulties, 360
feasibility study, 353
features, 358
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need for further elaboration, 361
relying on risk-assessment expertise, 360
results, 358
risk management plan, 361
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typical cycle of the spiral, 350
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SREP, 637
STARS Project, 377
commercializing STARS, 378
milestones, 380
results, 380
winning compromises, 379
Statistical decision theory, 19
Structured programming, 11
advantages, 11
disadvantages, 12
Structuredness, 45

Taxonomy of software error causes, 234
Technical–value mismatch, 187
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Theory of value-based software engineering, 777
4+1 theory, 779
motivation and context, 777
Theory W, 780
using and testing the 4+1 VBSE theory:
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VBSE theory context, 778
VBSE theory evaluation with respect to
goodness criteria, 792
Theory W, 581
case study, 593
comparison to Theories X, Y, and Z, 582
connections between Theory W and game theory, 588
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Theory W win–win steps, 586
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risk management, 591
risk-management steps, 591
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Theory-W software project management, 579
software management theory problem, 580
software project manager’s problem, 580
Thorpe/DMR benefits realization approach, 211
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Top-down stub approach, 8
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Unifying software engineering and systems engineering, 611
integrated CMM improvements, 612
large sequential-engineering near-disaster, 613
rooting out the waterfall legacy, 612
unified project approaches, 613
Usability (as-is utility), 45
Using quality characteristics to improve the software life-cycle process, 36

Value-based processes for COTS-based applications, 763
Five principles for CBA development, 764
avoid premature commitments, but have and use a plan, 766
buy information early to reduce risk and rework, 766
do not start with “requirements;” prepare for COTS change, 767
process happens where the effort happens, 764

glue-code element, 773
tailoring element, 772
value-based CBA process decision framework, 767

Value-based software engineering: A case study, 749
accounting for value in software engineering, 750
benefits-realization results chain, 756
costs, benefits, and ROI, 757
order-processing example, 755
real earned-value feedback control, 753
using earned value, 751
value-based monitoring and control, 759
value-based software engineering agenda, 750
Value-based software engineering, 731
Value-of-information approach, 122
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software-intensive systems of systems, 718
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COTS, open source, and legacy software, 713
interacting software and systems engineering, 716
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software criticality and dependability, 713
value-based software engineering, 712
software engineering education, 723
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WinWin approach, 302
EasyWinWin, 305
four generations of tool support, 304
group support system, 305
group support system infrastructure, 304
groupware lessons, 310
how does the WinWin negotiation model work?, 303
initial prototype, 304
lessons learned, 309
methodology lessons, 309
muscle-bound architecture, 304
project lessons, 312
strong vision, not-so-strong architecture, 304
why does WinWin work, 302
win–lose doesn’t work, 302
WinWin builds trust and manages expectations, 303
WinWin helps build institutional memory, 303
WinWin helps stakeholders adapt to changes, 303
WinWin Spiral Lifecycle Model, 192
WinWin Spiral Model, 375, 503
application, 507
adoption of applications, 516
application family, 507
application life-cycle architectures, 513
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client involvement and reaction, 515
communication and trust, 518
degree of flexibility, 517
documentation, 519
initial operational capability, 514
layered architectural description, 519
nature of products, 516
number of cycles, 517
risk management, 515
smooth transitions, 518
use of developer time, 518
case study, 503
elements of, 504
milestone criteria, 376
negotiation front end, 504
process anchor points, 505
spiral cycles, 377
stakeholder concerns, 376
up-front milestones, 377
Win–win, win–lose, and lose–lose situations, 583
creating win–win situations, 583
establish reasonable expectations, 585
match people’s tasks to their win conditions, 585
understand how people want to win, 583